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INVASION OF ITALY

By Alexander Clifford, representing the Combined Press

British Forces,

Italy, Monday

The Italian countryside itself and not the Axis array is contesting cur advance

through the Toe of Italy,

It seems strange and Improbable that--our advance into the mainland of Europe

should be - so far - just about our easiest and cheapest campaign of the war*

It so cried we oust expect, heavy-.losses on the beaches and savage counter-attacks

inland. It seemed that the Italians must put up a show of defending their

native soil, inch-so they have on paper. But in fact they have scarcely fired a shot.

You must' disbelieve the enemy communiques and anything-;else that indicates

that the 'fighting *&.s been fierce. Over here, the troops’in the frontline listen

sometimes with amusement, sometimes with indication to reports of fierce enemy

resistance. There have been plenty of times in the past when they have had to

fight seriously and bloodily. But..now when, they can’t oven find any enemy to

fighfc they dike-tb; have, the true facts reported,

In two cases since we landed small German detachments, probably of company

strength, have opposed us with brief resistance in the hills. Probably in both

cases the Germans mistimed their withdrawal and were obliged to fight. In

neither case did they stay long, .After a brief exchange of shots they retired behind

road demolitions into the hills,
...

•.

For the Italians it is impossible to say yet whether they imagine they are

offering organised resistonce or not. Prisoners now, .are ■ somewhere around the

3,000 mark. But they have only fired about a; hundred shots between then. They are

pouring down : t,c the prism -'cages cheerfully and'willingly, apparently indifferent.:,

tb the defence;..of their Father land, \

It is the countryside "itself, v/ith slight assistance from the weather and

German engineers,* that' is delaying our progress, ' It is. steer) and rocky and

mountainous to bigin with - mechanised blitz tactics could never succeed in it

anyway. Again and again you admire the skill ~Qf mthe Italian road engineers who have

built- the few highways througt it. And again, and again you curse the ingenuity of

the German sappers who have carefully picked the most diabolically effective spots ...

to use their dynamite.

There is no point in pretending that these demolitions do not delay us. The

facts speak for themselves. Nothing else is delaying us. Brilliant though our

engineers now are they are not magicians. It must take them more than a few hours

to find a way across a deep, steep gorge when a seventy foot span bridge lias been

blown away. They, have had to use tons of bridging material already in Sicily to get

the island’s vital highways back into working order. Now the process is continuirg
in Italy,

The weather - Hitler 's famous weather -is helping the enemy. The steady
Mediterranean summer is breaking up. Yesterday the clouds boiled lower and blacker,
and in the evening they burst. The night was a succession of drenching showers which

drove men into barns and. cottages and anywhere they could find shelter. And in the

morning the tracks which the engineers had built round blown up bridges and cratered

roads had turned to thick, clammy,sticky mud.

Id-1 this sounds too much like an excuse for the slowness of our progress. In

point of fact our progress has been astonishingly good. In three days we have

occupied, over three hundred square miles of bogged territory, including one big

city and a. number of smaller towns. It is a very good, thick, safe bridgehead in

Europe,

/But
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But the important point to realise is just how the Germans have ..chosen to fight-•
this have decided so far against any battle at all* And they have

entrusted the campiagn into hands of a few squads of resourceful engineers who stay behind

as long as ir is safe to stay end* then, at the last,■ moment, press down the handle to

their detonating apparatus and send a bridge flying into the air or a stretch of

ledge-like road tumbling into the sea.

All our forward units, now are using mules. Often they leave their vehicles far

behind trudging forward on foot and trusting to oulo convoys to follow with food.

All across the rugged desert plateau which ferns the ball of Italy's toe these patrols

with pack animals are pressing forward, they are making progress all the tine. But

it takes no imagination at all to realise that they cannot hope to go with blitz

speed.

We must -assume that somewhere the Germans intend to stand and fight. It is

hardly conceivable that they can hope to throw us out of Italy again althogether *

It is" a queer, blind campaign over here, with tremendous possibilities in the

background. The whole great German plan for the defence of Europe has- started to

cone into operation and we are waiting to see how it will unfold, Italy’s future

is immediately at stake, Will she allow herself to be destroyed piecemeal for the.

sake of Germany, Those are the things the troops are thinkingof • But their

immediate present is the matter of trudging ahead, through rugged, inhospitable

country, with roasting hot clays and showery nights, looking for the enemy.
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